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What literacy curriculum programs 
are being used for elementary? 
secondary? What program is used 
to teach subskills for language 
comprehension? What program is 
used to teach subskills for word 
recognition (phonics, phonemic 
awareness)? 

Primary Literacy Programs:  
Comprehension:  
Kindergarten: Wit & Wisdom 
1st & 2nd: Wit and Wisdom 
Word Recognition:  
Kindergarten-2nd: Phonics First 
Phonemic Awareness: 
Kindergarten-2: Heggarty 
Fluency: 
1st & 2nd: Great Minds-Geodes 
 
Intermediate Literacy Programs: 
We use the Wit & Wisdom curriculum for grades 3rd-5th. Lexia. 95% Group, Phonics First, 
Accelerated Reader (AR), One Book One School, Writing City. 
 
We use Lexia, Wit & Wisdom, and Phonics First to teach subskills for Language 
Comprehension 
 
95% Group, Phonics First, Lexia, and Word Study Benchmark education is used to teach 
subskills for word recognition 
 
Junior High School Literacy Programs: 
Wynne Junior High School uses  95% Group: Lessons for Mastering Standards (6-8) and 
Manipulatives Comprehension Blueprint (6), EMC’s Mirrors & Windows and Language 
Essentials (6-8), as well as a comprehensive approach to literacy through novel studies in 
all language arts literacy classes as its literacy curriculum.  IXL and Edgenuity are used for 
skill reinforcement.  Accelerated Reader, Readworks, Newsela, and CommonLit are also 
used by ELA, science, and social studies as additional reading resources. 
 
High School Literacy Programs 
Wynne High School uses the following curriculum programs to teach sub skills for 
language comprehension and word recognition:  Wynne High School uses MyPerspectives 
for 9-12 literacy curriculum and iXL (9-10) & Khan Academy (11-12) for skill reinforcement.  
Turnitin.com, Readworks, Newsela, and CommonLit are being used by the ELA teachers 
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for curriculum scaffolding within the ELA classes and to develop common assessment 
pieces throughout ALL classes 9-12.  
 
 

Is the core reading program on the 
approved Science of Reading 
curriculum list? If yes, for what 
areas? Has the one-pager been 
reviewed to address areas of 
weakness? What training has 
been provided to staff to ensure it 
is taught with fidelity? 

Primary:  
Yes, Wit and Wisdom meets vocabulary and comprehension.  Great Minds Geodes meets 
phonics, vocabulary, comprehension, and fluency. Heggarty meets phonological 
awareness. Phonics First meets phonics criteria.   
Yes, the one-pager has been reviewed to address areas of weakness for each program. 
Each teacher has been trained in RISE, Phonics First, and Wit and Wisdom by the 
individual companies. 
 
Intermediate: 
Yes, Wit & Wisdom is on the approved list. We have reviewed the one-pager and all areas 
in Wit & Wisdom are green and the areas do not show any weaknesses. Text quality, 
Building Knowledge, Usability.  
 
Teachers in grades 3-5 participated in a 2 day virtual training for implementation.We then 
were recommended to participate in the Teacher AIIM Cohort - Year 1 with the group 
TNTP and partnered with Jonesboro School District.  
Teacher AIIM Cohort includes: teacher support, professional walk throughs, model lessons, 
unpacking the modules, collaboration with Jonesboro teachers and Instructional 
Facilitators, Zooms and PD led by TNTP 
 
Junior High School: 
The adopted 95% Group materials, which are used to address all areas of weakness in 
reading, are on the approved Science of Reading curriculum list.  Although this is our first 
year using these products as part of our ELA curriculum, we used the Comprehension 
Blueprint as part of our extended day program last year and feel it will benefit our students..    
We are interested in adding the 95% Group’s Vocabulary Surge in the future; however, we 
are waiting to see how this year goes with our new materials.  Holly Campbell, our literacy 
facilitator, has provided professional development and support for our teachers. Teachers 
have also been trained in Science of Reading through Arkansas Ideas.  Teachers new to 



the district are also completing the SOR training as needed. 
 
High School: 
WHS does not currently have a core reading program, but uses MyPerspectives as our 
core English/Reading curriculum.  We are in the process of evaluating and looking at 
programs that align with Science of Reading. As these programs become available, we will 
research and evaluate them before deciding on the program that best fits our needs.   
 
 
 
 

What supplemental 
curriculum/resources are used to 
ensure all components of literacy 
are taught? What training has 
been provided to staff to ensure 
the curriculum is taught with 
fidelity? Who provided the 
training? 

Primary:  
Heggarty meets phonological awareness.  In house training by Tonya Cantrell 
Kindergarten teacher. 
Lexia Core 5 
 
Intermediate: 
AR - comprehension, Lexia - grammar, phonics, fluency, comprehension, Quill - grammar 
QuickReads - comprehension and fluency, Literacy Interventionists, Phonics First - 
grammar, phonics, fluency, comprehension, 95% Group- phonics 
 
Wil Redmond from TNTP, Great Minds, and our Instructional Facilitator - Kesha McDowell, 
PLC’s on effective teaching from Admin 
 
Junior High School: 
In addition to our literacy curriculum, WJHS uses Edgenuity/My Path, IXL, Accelerated 
Reader, Readworks, Newsela, and CommonLit  as additional resources to ensure 
components of literacy are taught.  
 
The WJHS staff has been trained in Marzano’s power standards and proficiency scales by 
outside consultants Doug Finn and Sandra Holloway and is currently using The Handbook 
for the New Art and Science of Teaching in PLC meetings and as part of professional 
development hours. 
 



All WJHS staff has been trained in evaluation of data by Schundra Murphy, assistant 
principal, and on reading strategies by Holly Campbell, literacy facilitator, and Robbie 
Roach, principal. 
 
High School: 
WHS uses Edgenuity/MyPath, iXL, and Newsela as resources to ensure components of 
literacy are taught.   
Dr. Kenneth Moore  (Superintendent), Eric Foister (Assistant Superintendent), Laura 
Bradford and Leslie Robair, with Edgenuity provided all staff with training on Edgenuity and 
MyPath.  The ELA department received training on iXL.  ALL staff has been trained on 
Marzano’s power standards and proficiency scales by Doug Finn and Sandra Holloway, 
consultant.  The staff was trained using Kagen Strategies for Literacy by Yvonne Collings.   
ALL staff is currently being trained in evaluation of data and reading strategies by Holly 
Campbell, Literacy Facilitator,  and Dusty Meek, Principal. 
Literacy team conducted a standards audit to review priority standards & curriculum maps. 
We use Reading Plus during WYN Time (Intervention/Enrichment Time) for low readers & 
in our Literacy Classes 
 
 
 

Do all teachers have the materials 
needed to fully implement the 
programs? 

Primary:  
Yes, the materials for Wit & Wisdom were purchased through the SOAR Grant.  
 
Intermediate: 
Yes, thanks to our SOAR grant that was funded for the last 2 years. The teachers received 
all of the teacher materials, assessment packets, and modules. All students received the 
workbooks, and a class set of all of the novels and books that are required for each 
module. Teachers were also given Professional Development training over the curriculum 
as well as given substitutes to participate in peer observations throughout the building. 
 
Junior High School: 
Yes, the district is providing all materials necessary to fully implement these programs. 
 
High School:  



Yes, the district is providing all materials necessary to fully implement these programs. 

What additional training has been 
provided to support 
implementation of the program(s)? 
Who provided the training? 

Primary:  
Yes, additional training has been provided by Jamie Russell and Sheila McKnight 
Instructional Facilitators.  
 
Intermediate: 
Additional Support: Wil Redmond from TNTP, Great Minds, and our Instructional Facilitator 
- Kesha McDowell, PLC’s on effective teaching from Admin 
 
Teachers in grades 3-5 participated in a 2 day virtual training for implementation.We then 
were recommended to participate in the Teacher AIIM Cohort - Year 1 with the group 
TNTP and partnered with Jonesboro School District.  
Teacher AIIM Cohort includes: teacher support, professional walk throughs, model lessons, 
unpacking the modules, collaboration with Jonesboro teachers and Instructional 
Facilitators, Zooms and PD led by TNTP host Will Redmond. 
 
Junior High School: 
All staff are currently being trained on the evaluation of data and reading strategies by 
Robbie Roach, principal, Schundra Murphy, assistant principal, and Holly Campbell, 
literacy facilitator. Holly Campbell, literacy facilitator, is also available to work with small 
groups and individuals as needed for additional training.   
 
Aaron Russell, virtual facilitator, Holly Campbell, literacy facilitator, and Eric Foister, 
assistant superintendent, continue to provide support to staff members in the use of 
Edgenuity. 
 
New teachers also participate in WJHS’s “Welcome the HIVE!” program with Holly 
Campbell, literacy facilitator, monthly for instructional and classroom support.  
 
High School:  
ALL staff is currently being trained during PLCs in the evaluation of data and reading 
strategies by Holly Campbell, Literacy Facilitator and Dusty Meek, Principal.  Kim Thomas, 
Holly Campbell, and Eric Foister continue to provide support for ALL staff in the use of 



Edgenuity and My Path. ELA Trained in Reading Plus (Training provided by Dreambox 
Staff). All staff trained in Academic Vocabulary across the curriculum (Holly Campbell 
provided training & support) 

Are teachers implementing the 
curriculum with fidelity? Why or 
why not? How do you document 
this? 

Primary: 
Yes, this was documented through the Science of Reading certification.  
Also, administrator and coop representative observations. Blair Wiley, Principal, Kristi 
Conner, Assistant Principal, Angie Bandy, Coop Representative 
 
Intermediate: 
Yes. Observations with teachers from admin and peers. Allowing teachers the time to meet 
with each other and reflect upon lessons as well as to address any areas of need. TNTP 
host Will Redmond observed and met with all the literacy teachers and provided them with 
feedback in 1 on 1 sessions. These are documented observations in TESS, walkthrough 
data, emailed feedback with staff.  
 
Junior High School: 
WJHS teachers are implementing the curriculum with fidelity.  This is documented through 
classroom walkthroughs, district walkthroughs, and teacher observations and evaluations.    
WJHS teachers meet weekly during PLC where they engage in conversations centered 
around standards, lesson planning, and interventions.  The PLC leader keeps sign-in 
sheets and notes as documentations of these meetings.  Classroom walkthrough data is 
also collected and discussed during PLCs. 
 
High School: 
Yes, WHS is implementing the curriculum with fidelity.  This is being evaluated by using 
daily walkthroughs with feedback by administration (Principal, Assistant Principal, Assistant 
Superintendent, Curriculum Specialist, and Literacy Facilitator.  This data is recorded in a 
Google Doc and is reviewed during PLCs and Leadership Team Meetings.  PLC time is 
provided to discuss content and creation of common assessments.  These meetings are 
documented by sign in sheets and minutes. Use of WYN Time for RTI to provide 
enrichments & interventions 
 



What courses are being offered to 
secondary students struggling with 
literacy? 

Primary: 
N/A 
 
Intermediate: 
N/A 
 
Junior High School: 
N/A 
 
High School: 
WHS is planning to add Critical Reading I and II in the 2022-23 school year, but currently 
we do not have specific courses designed to help students who struggle with literacy. WHS 
has a teacher trained to work with students identified with dyslexia and these students are 
enrolled in Academic Reading but we do not have a class that is open to all students who 
struggle with literacy skills.  We review student data with the student’s advisor and are 
providing ongoing training in various reading strategies by the literacy facilitator so they can 
support their students who are struggling readers and advance those that are on grade 
level. Implemented WYN Time to provide interventions for struggling readers.  
 

   

 

What assessments are used to 
identify literacy needs (deficits, 
gaps, progress)? 

Primary: 
DIBELS, NWEA testing, classroom CFA(Common Formative Assessments) 
 
Intermediate: 
NWEA - 3 x a year. Dibels - 3 x a year, unless the student is in an intervention; then the 
students are progress monitored monthly. ACT aspire data is gone over with our staff 
during our Professional Development week at the beginning of the year. Goals are set with 
our teachers for the next year as well as students are then recommended to a team for a 
targeted intervention. These students are then brought up in a SUCCESS team meeting 
where we dig into the data and find the best possible path for success. Interventions are 
monitored monthly to see if we need a more targeted intervention, referral, or to stop the 
intervention due to sufficient progress.  
 



Junior High School: 
WJHS uses the following assessments to identify literacy needs: ACT Aspire, Renaissance 
STAR Reading, IXL, NWEA, and Edgenuity as well as pre/post tests designed by 
classroom teachers. 
 
High School: 
We use traditional assessment data (NWEA (MAP), ACT Aspire, ACT, IXL) to identify 
literacy needs.  Also we are implementing Edgenuity’s MyPath during Advisory to assess 
students needs and provide prescriptive interventions. Literacy Team will conduct 
assessment audit & work to plan CFA’s (Common Formative Assessments) to utilize in 
instruction & students who need interventions. Reading Plus diagnostics 
 

How frequently are these 
assessments utilized? 

Primary: 
CFA’s are utilized weekly, DIBELS: bi-monthly, NWEA: 3 times a year 
 
Intermediate: 
NWEA - 3 x a year. Dibels - 3 x a year, unless the student is in an intervention; then the 
students are progress monitored monthly. ACT aspire data is gone over with our staff 
during our Professional Development week at the beginning of the year where we identify 
students who are in need of support.  
 
Junior High School: 
The STAR reading assessment is given in the fall and winter, the NWEA is given in the fall, 
winter, and spring. IXL and Edgenuity diagnostics are given at the start of the year and 
then each 9-weeks.  Teachers also use the state assessment data (ACT Aspire) to identify 
learning gaps, which is given each spring.  
 
High School: 
The  NWEA (MAP) assessment is given in the Fall, Winter, and Spring to grades 9-11 & 
Reading Plus is given to all students.  Along with this assessment, the ACT and ACT 
Aspire results are reviewed by teachers and used to address learning gaps and provide 
support for students.  Also the MyPath assessment, Reading Plus, and iXL Pre/Post tests 
are used to evaluate student progress and identify learning gaps.   



Who is responsible for 
administering assessments? 

Primary:  
CFA’s: classroom teachers, DIBELS: classroom teachers, intervention team 
NWEA: classroom teachers 
 
Intermediate:  
Teachers and Intervention team 
 
Junior High School: 
Classroom teachers and interventionists administer the assessments used to identify 
literacy needs.  
 
High School: 
Classroom teachers administer the iXL assessments.  The students' Advisory teacher 
administers the NWEA (MAP) (grades 9-10) and MyPath assessments (grades 9-12). 
English teachers administer Reading Plus  

How is data from these 
assessments tracked over time? 

Primary: 
CFA’s are tracked weekly and discussed quarterly. 
DIBELS is tracked bi-monthly and discussed quarterly or sooner if needed. 
NWEA is discussed after each assessment is given at the beginning, middle, and end of 
the year. 
 
Intermediate:  
Data is used to move students in and out of RTI(our intervention process) They are charted 
and shared on the google drive for all staff to view.  
 
Junior High School: 
Data is tracked in various ways.  Each student has a folder that he or she can view and use 
to set goals with his or her classroom teachers during student growth conversations.  
WJHS interventionists log students’ progress each 9-weeks.  Teachers also create and 
maintain data charts based on NWEA data after each assessment, and data is then shared 
in PLC meetings. Data charts are posted in the PLC room and updated regularly.  
 
High School: 



Each student has an advisor who is responsible for a group of 18-20 students.  The 
Advisors have folders for each student used to collect the students data and future plans.  
This data is reviewed with students during student growth conversations and other staff 
during PLCs.  This data is also shared with parents during student conferences.  ALL data 
is put into a working document referred to as a 45 day report and it is reviewed by the 
Building Leadership Team to discuss and plan next steps.  
 

What is the intervention plan 
based on this data? 

Primary: 
The data is analyzed by the RTI committee (SPED designee, instructional facilitators, 
classroom teachers, administrators, and interventionists).  Students are placed in math 
and/or literacy in small groups with a trained interventionist for daily support. 
 
Intermediate: 
All interventionists meet with the Assistant Principal before every success team meeting. 
Students are discussed and a plan is determined based on their data.(students will either 
continue the intervention, move to a more targeted intervention, or end the intervention if 
significant progress is determined)  Then we have a Success Team meeting where all POD 
leaders bring up their students needing more support or a possible referral. 
 
Junior High School: 
Interventionists provide Tier 2 intervention based on student needs during students’ study 
hall period as a part of a pull-out program.  Students also receive a personalized plan 
through IXL and Edgenuity.   
 
WJHS teachers also use assessment data in forming reciprocal reading groups.  Teachers 
will continue to use reciprocal reading as part of the WJHS intervention plan. 
 
Starting in January, language arts literacy classroom teachers will design small group 
stations based on assessment data and literacy needs in the language arts reading 
classroom to address deficits, gaps, and extension of learning standards as part of Tier 1 
instruction.  WJHS has used this model in the past but suspended it due to the pandemic.  
Robbie Roach, principal, Schundra Murphy, assistant principal, and Holly Campbell, 
literacy facilitator, will provide training for teachers. 
 



High School: 
Advisory teachers would look at areas of weakness and emphasize those skills during RTI, 
WYN Time.  Classroom room teachers must continue to provide Tier 1 instruction on grade 
level but at the same time use the data to provide Tier 2 instruction during RTI time or in 
small group classroom instruction.  The intervention plan is based on the data from 12th 
grade ACT Works Ready, 11th Grade ACT Prep, WYN Time is using Targeted Instructional 
Strategies 3-4 days per week & Reading Plus. 
 

How is the intervention plan 
monitored? 

Primary: 
Data is analyzed after each progress monitor, DIBEL, the RTI committee will make 
changes for students to enter and exit the intervention program based on their individual 
need.   
 
Intermediate: 
Success team meetings are held monthly where all intervention students and new students 
in need of support are discussed. Intervention data is evaluated monthly with the AP, and 
leadership team.  
 
Junior High School: 
Each 4.5 weeks of school a team meets to review the students’ progress. 
 
Classroom walkthroughs will be used to monitor stations and their effectiveness.  
 
High School: 
This intervention plan is monitored using classroom walkthroughs to make sure it is being 
implemented with fidelity.  We meet during PLCs to discuss student data, plan, and provide 
teaching strategies.  Data meetings are conducted to look at student progress and plan 
next steps as part of our PDCA cycle. 

   

How are the components of 
literacy addressed during the 
school day? How much time is 

Primary: 
Phonics: 30 minutes   Phonics First 
Phonological Awareness: 10 minutes    Heggarty 
Comprehension/Fluency/Vocabulary: 90 minutes     Wit & Wisdom 



 

scheduled for the literacy block or 
each component? 

 
Intermediate: 
The components of literacy are addressed by the teacher from each grade level using the 
Wit & Wisdom program. The time differs in 3rd and 4th but they have  2 hours and 15 
minutes for literacy. The 5th grade block is 1 hour and 45 minutes for literacy.  The literacy 
interventionists also provide instruction over the components of literacy for those students 
who need RTI.  
 
Junior High School: 
All WJHS students receive ELA Tier I instruction in a 50 minute English class and in a 50 
minute language arts literacy class that are aligned with state standards. Although English 
teachers primarily focus on the Arkansas State Writing and Language Standards, and the 
language arts literacy teachers primarily focus on the Arkansas State Reading Standards, 
reading and writing are addressed in both English and language arts literacy classes.  The 
Arkansas State Speaking and Listening Standards are addressed in both the English and 
language arts literacy classrooms. 
 
WJHS interventionists, provide Tier 2 instruction using IXL and Edgenuity, which provide 
prescriptive interventions to students weekly as part of a pull-out program. 
 
Core and Expo teachers address components of literacy during reciprocal reading at least 
once a week. 
 
High School: 
The components of literacy are addressed during English, Social Studies, Art & Music 
classes using both informational and non-informational text to stress vocabulary and 
reading comprehension.  Three - four days a week during WYN Time is used to address 
learning gaps.  We operate on a modified block schedule, which means ALL classes meet 
3 days a week.  The  classes meet 2 days a week for 75 minutes and one day for 40 
minutes  
WYN Time meets 4 days a week for 40 minutes. 
 

What amount of time is scheduled 
for daily small group instruction for 

Primary: 
100 minutes for small group instruction on all five components 



students? Group 1 & 2  30 minutes 
Group 3 & 4  20 minutes 
When students are not with classroom teachers in small groups, they are with 
interventionists or doing independent literacy work.  
 
Intermediate: 
We have a blended learning model in our school. This model has been on pause for the 
last couple of years due to the complications of COVID 19. We are allowed to do more 
small groups in the classroom and our teachers are starting to feel more comfortable doing 
small groups. These times are reflected on their lesson plans. Teachers should have 
anywhere from 20-25 minutes to pull small groups per day/per classroom which would 
allow them to pull 3 or 4 groups a day for each classroom.  
 
Junior High School: 
Interventions and small group instruction occur regularly during the regular classroom as 
part of Writer’s Workshops and Reader’s Workshops.  
 
WJHS interventionists use small groups to address literacy needs daily as part of the pull-
out program. 
 
Starting in January, language arts literacy classroom teachers will design small group 
stations based on assessment data and literacy needs in the language arts reading 
classroom to address deficits, gaps, and extension of learning standards as part of Tier 1 
instruction.  Learning stations will be used at least once per week.  WJHS has used this 
model in the past but suspended it due to the pandemic.   
 
WJHS teachers also use assessment data in forming reciprocal reading groups.  Core and 
Expo teachers use reciprocal reading at least once per week. 
 
High School: 
Two days a week our Advisory period is dedicated to providing intervention and using small 
group instruction.  We are having conversations about how to implement more small group 
instruction and the benefits of cooperative learning in the classroom.  We are training ALL 
teachers through PLCs on the use of small group instruction, and providing learning walks 



at the Primary and Intermediate school so they can see how it is implemented and to ask 
questions. 

What supports are provided in the 
district for literacy instruction? 

Primary: 
Interventionists work with phonics instruction using Phonics First 
Supplemental computer programs (Lexia) 
 
Intermediate: 
The district has provided a Literacy Instructional Facilitator that is at WIS. The district also 
contracts with Mrs. Hollaway for Curriculum Alignment as well as our School Improvement 
Coordinator. We also have several classified interventionists for literacy and 1 certified 
Literacy Interventionist. Also, the district has partnered with Doug Finn from the Marzano 
group to create more effective teachers and give them a more narrowed focus in the 
classroom through the use of power standards and proficiency scales. 
 
Junior High School: 
The district provides WJHS with a  literacy facilitator, Holly Campbell, school 
improvement/curriculum specialist, Cheryl Parrish, virtual facilitator, Aaron Russell, and two 
interventionists, Monica Van Zayle and Tyler Collins. The district also supports the junior 
high school by allowing WJHS to operate on a semi-modified block schedule--allowing all 
students to participate in an English and language arts literacy class.   
 
New teachers also participate in WJHS’s “Welcome the HIVE!” program with Holly 
Campbell, instructional facilitator, monthly for instructional and classroom support. 
 
High School: 
Our district provides the high school with a Literacy Facilitator (Holly Campbell) and School 
Improvement/Curriculum Specialist (Cheryl Parrish).  The district supports the high school 
in allowing WHS to operate on a modified block schedule, which provides time for PLCs to 
review data, plan, and implement teaching strategies, and an WYN Time to provide skill 
development.  Also, our instructional facilitator (Holly Campbell) met with all new staff 
members monthly (HIVE) to address concerns, issues, & provide resources. We have 3 
staff members in the PEER Network to help teachers with instructional strategies. 



How do you determine instruction 
is moving towards proficiency in 
the science of reading? 

Primary: 
Ensuring all staff is trained and certified in the Science of Reading 
Monitor data and adjust small group interventions to meet the needs of the students 
 
Intermediate: 
Teacher Observations, Walk Throughs, Student Data. Ensuring all staff are trained and 
certified in the Science of Reading Monitor data and adjust small group intervention must 
meet the needs of the students. 
 
Junior High School: 
WJHS uses classroom walkthroughs and walkthrough data to determine if instruction is 
moving towards proficiency in the science of reading for each student.  Teachers also 
create and maintain student data charts based on NWEA data after each assessment, and 
data is then analyzed, discussed, and used in PLC meetings.  Data charts are posted in 
the PLC room for teacher use and analysis during PLCs.  Assessment data is shared with 
students during student growth conversations and with parents during parent teacher 
conferences. 
 
High School: 
To determine instruction is moving towards proficiency in the science of reading each 
student has an advisor who is responsible for a group of 18-20 students.  The Advisors 
have folders for each student used to collect the students data and future plans.  This data 
is reviewed with students during student growth conversations and other staff during PLCs.  
This data is also shared with parents during student conferences.  ALL data is put into a 
working document referred to as a 45 day report and it is reviewed by the Building 
Leadership Team to discuss and plan next steps  
Daily classroom instruction & WYN Time,  are monitored using classroom walkthroughs to 
make sure they are being implemented with fidelity.  We meet during PLCs to discuss 
student data, plan, and provide teaching strategies.  Data meetings are conducted to look 
at student progress and plan next steps as part of our PDCA cycle.  We also implemented 
an 80/20 grading scale at the high school to address rigor and grade inflation.   
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What supports are provided to 
move teachers toward proficiency 
in SOR? 

 
Primary: 
Coaching by instructional facilitators and educational CO-OP representative 
Individual data talks with teachers and administrators 
PLC meetings to address areas of growth to increase student achievement 
 
Wynne Primary (grades K-2) teachers have followed the prescribed pathways for 
proficiency credential: 
Pathway A 
RISE Certification   Successful completion of K-2 R.I.S.E. 6 day coaching.  This 
certification is kept on file in the office of the principal. 
 
Pathway G 
Foundations of Reading Assessment a passing score The Foundations of Reading test for 
Arkansas assesses proficiency in and depth of understanding of the subject of reading and 
writing development. The test reflects scientifically based reading research. This 
certification is kept on file in the office of the principal. 
 
Pathway D 
Awareness   Arkansas IDEAS Science of Reading Learning Path. This certification is kept 
on file in the office of the principal. 
 
New certified employees are required to show documentation of completion for one of the 
above Pathways.  If they have not completed a pathway, CRESC provides training.  
 
Pathways A and G are assessed by certified SOR Assessors and must reach proficiency 
on the SOR checklist.  Once reaching proficiency, documentation is kept on file in the office 
of the principal. 
 
Wynne Primary special education teachers are in the process of or have completed the 
following Pathways, O, D or A for their Science of Reading credentials. 
 
Intermediate: 



PLC’s, 1 on 1 reflections from Observations with the school admin, coaching sessions with 
our Literacy Instructional facilitators.  
 
All teachers at Wynne Intermediate School (grades 3-5) were trained in Pathway C with the 
completion of RISE training which incorporates 6 days. At the completion of the 6 days, the 
teacher completed his/her certification and sent a copy to the Principal to be kept on file. 
Any new hires to WIS school were asked to present a copy of a passing score on the 
Pearson Foundations of Reading Assessment or provide documentation of completing one 
of the pathways. In the event that someone is not compliant, we contact the Crowley's 
Ridge Coop to Crowley's Ridge Educational Service Cooperative., CRESC and find the 
correct pathway for them to complete. In addition, all staff will show proficiency on the SOR 
observations through TESS and will be documented in their personnel files. This will be 
completed by the 2022-2023 school year. 
 
Wynne Intermediate special education teachers are in the process of or have completed 
the following pathways, C, D and O for their Science of Reading credentials. 
 
Junior High School: 
Wynne Junior High (6-8 grades) teachers, except Special Education, at WJHS shall 
demonstrate an awareness in knowledge and practices in scientific reading instruction by 
completing of the prescribed pathways for Awareness. WJHS special education teachers 
are in the process of or have completed the following pathways: G, D, A or C for their 
Science of Reading credentials. Teachers have received Pathway D and Science of 
Reading training by principal, Robbie Roach, Arkansas Ideas, and Crowley's Ridge 
Educational Service Cooperative, CRESC. Any new hires that have not completed a 
Science of Reading Pathway will complete Pathway D or take the Pearson Foundations of 
Reading Assessment. The principal meets with all new hires and receives documentation 
of completion of Science of Reading or develops a plan for completion of Science of 
Reading. All employee documentation is maintained in the principal's office. 
 
The district provides WJHS with a literacy facilitator, Holly Campbell, school 
improvement/curriculum specialist, Cheryl Parrish, virtual facilitator, Aaron Russell, and two 
interventionists, Monica Van Zayle and Tyler Collin.   All staff are provided support in the 
use of reading strategies and intervention programs. 



 
New teachers also participate in WJHS’s “Welcome the HIVE!” program with Holly 
Campbell, instructional facilitator, monthly for instructional and classroom support. 
 
 
High School: 
All teachers, grades 9-12, except Special Education, at WHS shall demonstrate an 
awareness in knowledge and practices in scientific reading instruction by completing of the 
prescribed pathways for Awareness. Teachers may follow the online pathway through 
ArkansasIdeas or they may attend face to face option 1. Cheryl Parrish, School 
Improvement Specialist, provides the face to face pathway through Crowley’s Ridge 
Educational Cooperative as a facilitator. New hires will be required to follow one of the 
two options offered above. All progress is reported to the principal of the building. WHS 
special education teachers are in the process of completing Pathway D, Phase 1 - Phase 
I -  ArkansasIDEAS Science of Reading Learning Path. 
 

What targeted training for specific 
components of the Science of 
Reading have been provided? 

Primary: 
RISE training 
Angie Bandy, Coop Representative training on small group instruction for 2nd grade 
 
Intermediate: 
All of our classroom teachers have been trained on a RISE pathway. 
 
Junior High School: 
All teachers who were employed at WHS during the 2018-2019/2019-2020 school years 
received SOR training through Arkansas Ideas. Teachers new to the district who had not 
had the SOR training are currently using Arkansas Ideas to complete their SOR training. 
 
All teachers were trained in reciprocal reading in October 2021 to support the components 
of SOR by Holly Campbell, instructional facilitator.  (Teachers new to the district received 
additional training in July of 2022.) 
 
New teachers also participate in WJHS’s Welcome the HIVE program with Holly Campbell, 
literacy facilitator, monthly for classroom support. 



 
High School:  
All teachers who were employed at WHS during the 2018-2019/2019-2020 school years 
received SOR training by the School Improvement/Curriculum Specialist, Cheryl Parrish, or 
through Arkansas Ideas. Dusty Meek, HS Principal, is working on becoming a SOR 
evaluator.  

What training has been provided 
on aligning instructional routines 
with SOR? 

Primary: 
Deep Dive for small group instruction provided by the CO-OP 
Small Group model for 2nd grade literature circles by the CO-OP 
 
Intermediate: 
Teachers received  training during PD and PLC’s with the 3-6/Content specific vocabulary 
for them to use for SOR. They can reflect them in their lesson plans and use the 
vocabulary in their classrooms. We do this for all subject areas to help with the integration 
of SOR. We have PLC’s and follow up training with our literacy team as needed. 
 
Junior High School: 
All WJHS teachers and administrators have completed or are currently completing 15.5 
hours of SOR training through Arkansas Ideas. WJHS meets weekly during PLCs to 
analyze and discuss student data, to create lesson and data plans, and to provide and/or 
discuss high reliability teaching strategies/best practices. 
 
The WJHS staff have also been trained in Marzano’s power standards and proficiency 
scales by outside consultants Doug Finn and Sandra Holloway and are currently using The 
Handbook for the New Art and Science of Teaching in PLC meetings as part of the 
district’s High Reliability Initiative.   
 
New teachers also participate in WJHS’s “Welcome the HIVE!” program with Holly 
Campbell, literacy facilitator, monthly for instructional and classroom support. 
 
High School: 
All teachers who were employed at WHS receive 15.5 hours of SOR training.  Those who 
are employed who have not been trained can receive their training through AR Ideas or 
Cheryl Parrish, School Improvement/Curriculum Specialist.  We meet during PLCs to 



discuss student data, plan, and provide teaching strategies.  Teachers meet 1 on 1 with 
Holly Campbell, Literacy Facilitator, to discuss targeted strategies. 

   

 

How does the district identify 
students for dyslexia services? 
What screenings/data is used? 
Who does the screening? How 
often? Who administers Level 2 
assessments? 

Primary:  
Deficits in the following areas are identified through the universal screener. 
Rapid naming, Developmental Spelling Assessment, all components of DIBELS 
The universal screener is administered by the intervention team and classroom teacher. 
This is administered once a year for all students; kindergarten is in the middle of the year 
and first and second are at the beginning of the year. 
Students flagged on the universal go into Level 1 which is gathering and observing 
progress monitoring data, and weekly reading grades. This includes small group in the 
classroom or pulled out for small group with an interventionist. Teachers use the PAST in 
the classroom to determine if students have phonological proficiency to support reading.  
Students shown not progressing in Level 1 proceed to a Level 2 with parent/guardian 
permission. This is in the form of a 504 referral or a referral for a comprehensive evaluation 
through Special Education. This is based on individual student data.   
Level 2 is administered by the licensed psychological examiner if done in conjunction with 
a full SPED evaluation.  
If it is a 504 referral for a Level 2 assessment Sheila McKnight Instructional Facilitator, 
Leighann Ferugson SPED designee, and Misty Holbrook Dyslexia Specialist will administer 
the evaluation components.  
 
Intermediate: 
Our school DIBELs the entire building in the fall,winter and spring and these scores help to 
identify students’ deficit areas.. We also look at their grades, NWEA, and Lexia levels. 
They are also referred to us by parents and teachers. We DIBEL all new students and 
administer KTEA,Gort 5,CTOPP2 and interview parents and teachers on the students that 
are referred for testing. Students who show deficits in reading fluency, spelling, writing are 
placed in Tier 1 interventions and monitored for progress, data is collected from NWEA, 
classroom data and LEXIA levels 
-Those students in Tier 1 who do not show progress  are referred for a Level 2 assessment 
which may be addressed through a 504 referral or Special Education referral depending on 
all individual student data. If it is a 504 referral, special education designee and 



interventionists administer the Level 2 assessment. If it is a Special Education referral, the 
psychological examiner will be administering the CTOPP along with the rest of the 
psychological components that she completes. 
 
Junior High School: 
When a student is being evaluated by the psychological examiner, she assesses any 
weaknesses that she observes and if needed proceeds to give the CTOPP as part of the 
comprehensive evaluation to determine characteristics of dyslexia, as well as a primary 
disabling condition.  If deficits are observed by parents/guardians or teachers, students 
may be referred  to be assessed with CTOPP, KTEA 3 and GORT-5 evaluation 
components. If they are referred for a Level II assessment this is handled as a 504 referral 
and consent is requested from the parent to complete the assessment. The 504 designee 
completes these with the student to determine if characteristics of dyslexia are present. 
 
High School: 
When a student is being evaluated by the psychological examiner, she assesses any 
weaknesses that she observes and if needed proceeds to give the CTOPP as part of the 
comprehensive evaluation to determine characteristics of dyslexia, as well as a primary 
disabling condition. If deficits are observed by parents/guardians or teachers, students may 
be referred  to be assessed with CTOPP, KTEA 3 and GORT-5 evaluation components. If 
they are referred for a Level II assessment this is handled as a 504 referral and consent is 
requested from the parent to complete the assessment. The 504 designee completes these 
with the student to determine if characteristics of dyslexia are present. 

Once a student is identified with 
characteristics of dyslexia, what 
interventions are provided? Who 
provides interventions? 
Elementary/Secondary 

Primary:  
Phonics First interventions are provided by Misty Holbrook (Dyslexia Specialist) and Liza 
Willis (interventionist), Take Flight interventions are provided for Tier 3 students; Misty 
Holbrook, Meagan McGuire, and Lisa Pettus provide these.  
 
Intermediate: 
The student is then placed with a dyslexic interventionist and is seen for four 30 minute 
sessions or 120 minutes a week in our Phonics First program.. They also use Lexia in their 
classrooms which is an additional support. 
 
Junior High School: 



Structures, an Orton Gillingham Dyslexia Intervention program is used once a student is 
identified with characteristics of dyslexia He/she is placed in a small group and receives 
interventions from one of the three teachers or a paraprofessional who were all trained in a 
30 hour course. 
 
High School: 
Structures, an Orton Gillingham Dyslexia Intervention program or Take Flight, an Orton 
Gillingham approved program.  is used once a student is identified with characteristics of 
dyslexia. If a student has already been identified and been receiving interventions in the 
Structures program when he/she enters the 9th grade, they will continue in that program.  
He/she is placed in a small group and receives interventions from a certified teacher who 
was trained in a 30 hour course in Structures. Students identified while in 9th-12th grades 
could receive interventions in Structures or could receive interventions from a certified 
teacher trained in Take Flight. 

What curriculum is used with 
dyslexia students? Is this program 
on the approved Dyslexia 
intervention program list? How 
were interventionists trained to use 
the program? What is the 
frequency of services? 

Primary: 
Phonics First used by the classroom teachers and interventionists. 
Geodes used by the classroom teacher in small group intervention. 
Interventionists and teachers were trained through Brainspring and Great Minds. 
The services are provided 30 minutes daily. Interventions are currently going through CALT 
training using the Take Flight program. 
 
Intermediate: 
Phonics First is used with these students and is approved for Dyslexia support.Phonics first 
provided a week long training and additional online support and additional training to meet 
all regulations. Depending on the individual needs of the students and what tier they are in, 
they are either seen in 3-30minute sessions or 4-30minute sessions. 
Wit & Wisdom is also used which allows the student to work in targeted small groups 
addressing vocabulary and comprehension. 
 
Junior High School: 
Structures, an Orton Gillingham dyslexia intervention program is used with students 
identified with characteristics of dyslexia. It is on the DESE Arkansas Literacy Curriculum of 
approved programs list for dyslexia intervention. . Interventionists were trained in a 30 hour 
online course provided by Brainspring. Services are provided 50 minutes three days each 



week. 
 
High School: 
Structures or Take Flight are the programs used for students in grades 9-12. Both of these 
programs are on the DESE Arkansas Literacy Curriculum of approved programs list for 
dyslexia intervention. The teacher trained in Structures received training in a 30 hour 
course. The teacher trained in Take Flight was trained by consultants brought in by the 
Crowley’s Ridge Cooperative over a period of two years. Services are provided for the 
intervention 130 minutes weekly. 

How are students monitored to 
determine progress? How often 
does monitoring occur? 

Primary: 
Students are monitored by common formative assessments weekly and DIBELS progress 
monitoring bi-monthly. 
 
Intermediate: 
We conduct a monthly ORF and in the Phonics First program they are continually tested to 
determine what they are retaining in the program. 
 
Junior High School: 
Students are monitored within the Structures program upon the completion of each lesson 
through check-up assessments and drills in each lesson. Formal and informal observations 
are conducted on a continuous basis. 
 
High School: 
Students are monitored regularly as they progress through the lessons. Progress 
monitoring is completed at the end of each lesson through check-up assessments and 
drills. Informal and formal observations are also conducted.  

How are interventions for 
characteristics of dyslexia provided 
so that students are not missing 
core instruction? 

Primary: 
They are pulled out during independent work time while the teacher is working with another 
small group. The interventionists use Phonics First or Take Flight for the curriculum.  
 
Intermediate: 
We work with the classroom teachers, principals and team to determine the best time to 
pull students for intervention. 



 
Junior High School: 
Students are scheduled to receive interventions  during study hall or an elective class. 
 
High School: 
Intervention time is a scheduled course during the day just as a regular class is for grades 
9-12. 

   

 

What teachers/grade levels are 
participating in Writing Revolution? 

Primary: N/A 
 
Intermediate: Kesha McDowell-Literacy Instructional Facilitator will start the Writing 
Revolution course in January. 
 
Junior High School: N/A 
 
High School: N/A 

How is support being provided for 
teachers to implement the 
program? 

Primary: N/A 
 
Intermediate: N/A 
 
Junior High School: N/A 
 
High School: N/A 

Who is responsible for 
administering the pre/post 
assessment? 

Primary: N/A 
 
Intermediate: N/A 
 
Junior High School: N/A 
 
High School: N/A 



How are you monitoring to ensure 
implementation is occurring? 

Primary: N/A 
 
Intermediate: N/A 
 
Junior High School: N/A 
 
High School: N/A 

 


